Milly's Magic Senses Scavenger Hunt!

Can you help Milly find all the things below? How many do you think you can find today?

**SEE IT**
- What time is it on a clock?
- How many toys are BLUE?
- A piece of food that is YELLOW
- Something beginning with “M”

**TOUCH IT**
- Hug a soft pillow
- Something cold from the fridge
- Type your name into your device
- Wash your hands in water

**HEAR IT**
- Crunching of paper crinkling
- The radio playing a song
- Jangling of a bunch of keys
- Hoover a section of flooring, what does it sound like?

**SMELL IT**
- Smelly shoe - phew!
- Hand wash or soap
- Minty toothpaste
- Take a big long deep breath, what can you smell?
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